The Cover Picture of Gillian Mahony and Seymour Cresswell in ‘Coquette’ was taken at Lough
Derg in September by Gareth Craig of Fotosail. He has more pictures of this quality on his
website www.fotosail.com.
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PRESIDENTS REPORT 2008
Our first observation on the 2008
season is to reflect on the amount of
rain which fell on Wednesdays during
the season. We hope that it is not the
permanent effect of global warming.

‘Moosmie’ and ‘Swift’ lost their sticks,
and the race was continued to
completion without them, thanks to our
rescue service. This event may have
had a substantial effect on the overall
seasons results for those two boats.

Dr. David Corcoran and Bairbre
Stuart’s ‘Freddie’ No. 43 which was
built by John Jones in Wales was
launched at the beginning of our racing
season and it was not long until she
won her first race.

The only event of 2008 which took
place in Mediterranean weather was
The Simon Nolan Downhill race, from
Banagher to Terryglass. Simon must be
using
his
influence
with
the
weatherman. Well done Susie, Jamie,
Mandy, Jess and Dee for organising
such a great event.

Michael and Jenny Donohoe’s ‘Alfa’ is
back on the water after her accident,
and she appears to be in better racing
form that ever. We are fortunate to have
a boat builder in Dun Laoghaire such as
Edwin Brennan who is capable of
undertaking difficult projects to a very
high quality.

The Waterways Ireland Classic Boat
event in September is an important
showroom for us, our boats and the
quality of Water Wag racing. We must
use our collective influence to persuade
Waterways Ireland to continue their
support for this event which is the only
big display of wooden vessels on fresh
water.

The quality of racing is better than ever,
and during the season we had many
different race winners. Congratulations
go to Frank Guy and Owen McNally
who won the Jubilee Cup in number 24,
‘Gavotte’. It is the fist time that this cup
has gone to the R.StG.Y.C. for many
years.

Jimmie Furey’s third Wag will be
number 44, and is almost finished at his
shed in Roscommon and arrangements
are in hand to find an owner who will
look after the boat and race it regularly
in Club races.

Congratulations to Philip Mahony and
Jeff Davys who won Division 2 in
number 19, ‘Shindilla’.

The Water Wags held their first annual
meeting in 1888. We wish a good
sailing season to all the Wags for our
one hundred and twenty third season.

Due to the weather conditions, it was
not possible to have any races outside
the harbour. Now that we are
employing for two RIBS to support the
fleet, it should be possible to go outside
and experience more complicated tides
and wave patterns when the wind and
weather are fair. Running two RIBS has
put an additional financial burden on
the Club which will have to be funded.
We have never before seen two masts
broken in the same race, but both
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The Prize-winners of 2008
BOAT

NO

PRIZE

WINNER

Ethna

1

Wigham Cup Race 1

Suzie Nolan

Pansy

3

Shannon Centenary Model

Vincent Delany

Mollie Bowl

Vincent Delany

Vela

4

1st. Walpole Prize Race 1

Dr.Philip Mayne & Brian
Bond

Eros

08

Meldon Cup

Gail Varian

Marie Louise

9

Saryalis Cup

Peter Wilson

Sprite

10

Candelight Trophy

Rupert Westrup in ‘Pansy’

Moosmie

15

2nd. Walpole Prize Race 2.

David & Sally MacFarlane

Commemoration Shell Case

David & Sally MacFarlane

100th. Anniversary Trophy

David & Sally MacFarlane

Penelope

16

Captains Prize div. 1B

Chris Connelly & Ros
Dempsey

Good Hope

18

Captains Prize Division 2

Hal Sisk

Shindilla

19

Firefly Cup

Philip Mahony

Pavilion Gardens Cup

Philip Mahony

Badger

20

3rd. Walpole Prize Race 1

Dr. Ann Marie Cox

Saryalis

22

Mc. Ferran Trophy ( Phyllis)

Emma Webb

Wigham Cup Race 2

Emma Webb

1st. Walpole Prize Race 2.

Frank Guy

Madras Trophy

Frank Guy

Len Hayes Jug

Frank Guy

Gavotte

24

Nandor

26

Commemoration Trophy

B.Mc. Bride & S. Mc.Bean

Marcia

37

Wigham Cup Race 3

Miranda & Chas Hackett

Swift

38

3rd. Walpole Prize Race 2

Guy & Jackie Kilroy
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The Prize-winners of 2008
BOAT

NO

PRIZE

WINNER

Buckingham Cup

Guy & Jackie Kilroy

Captains Prize Div.1

Guy & Jackie Kilroy

Newsom Memorial Cup

Guy & Jackie Kilroy

Swallow

40

J. H. Stephens Mug

Denis & Margaret Woods

Mollie II

41

2nd. Walpole Prize Race 1.

Con & Cathy Murphy

THE WATER WAG CLUB PRIZE WINNERS 2008
SPECIAL PRIZES
BOAT

NO

PRIZE

WINNER

Mollie II

41

Maureen Vase

Anna-Lise Murphy

Gavotte

24

Yoz Prize

Alfred Guy

Good Hope

18

Sri Lanka Mug

Hal Sisk

Mollie II

41

Sri Lanka Tankard

Con and Cathy Murphy

/Simon Nolan Memorial Cup

Geoff Sarratt

Volunteer of the year/
Captain of the Water
Wags

Dalkey Island Picnic 1500 Centenary Medal

David Williams

Titanic Trophy

To be confirmed
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OVERALL PRIZES

Winner Division 2

Shindilla

Cora Cup

Mr. Collen and Philip
Mahony

Runner-Up Division
1B TBC

Penelope

Coffee Jug

Chris Connelly

Winner Division 1B
TBC

Coquette

Snuff Box

Seymore Cresswell

Winner Jubilee Cup for all Wag Races in Dun
Laoghaire ( with discards )

Frank Guy

Lanesboro Regatta Cup/ Vega Prize for crew of
winning boat.

Owen Mc.Nally

Winner Coquette Cup for all Wag Races within six
miles of Dun Laoghaire ( without discards )

To be confirmed.

Ladies Plate for the helmsman of the winner of Jubilee Frank Guy
Cup.
OTHER PRIZES NOT SAILED

Henry
Trophy

First race
on April
30th.

Blown out.

Rescheduled for 25th.
June.

Blown out.

Middleton Howitzer

No entries for Dun Laoghaire waterfront
Regattas.

Pansy Trophy

Not Sailed

Jacqueline Cup

Blown out.

Sprack Tankard

Not sailed.
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A CHAPTER OF ACCIDENTS THE IRISH TIMES 1890

On Saturday the Cup presented by the
Railway Company in 1893 was sailed
for, according to the programme. The
wind was blowing capfuls from the
south-west, and by all it was deemed
imprudent to send the open boats round
the course, particularly as the owners
of the new wags did not feel at all
disposed to reef their new lugs, just
over from Lapthorne and Ratsey;
however, the officer of the day, Mr. A.
W. Orr, agreed to start the wags, the
following being the helmsmen and
crews. Laurrie, J. Good helmsman and
M. Good; Rosebud, L. Meldon, F.C.
Newland; Ellean J.B. Boyd, A. Barrett;
Pussie, J.H. Hargrave, H. Weir; Enid,
J.B. Stephens, C. Haffield; Iolanthe,
G.A. Newsom, H.E. Haffield; Asthore,
W. R. Lee, W. Murray. At the

commencement, just before the start,
3.45, a collision took place between
Ellean and Enid, the former breaking
her boom, and Asthore, which was
inside, breaking one of the jaws of her
boom. The race was postponed until 4
p.m. in order to give time for setting
sticks right. When they did start the
Laurrie led, but her rudder breaking
and the telescope tiller giving up, she
broached to, and her crew who were on
the weather rail, on the wag spinning
round, were thrown into the sea. The
wag capsized and filled and the
greatest anxiety was manifested for the
Messrs. Good who were in the water
for a quarter of an hour, but being
expert swimmers they kept afloat until
rescued by a hobbler or harbour service
boat. The cup has again to be competed
for.

Editors notes:
1.

Hargrave was the man who was the driving force on The Water Wag Committee
for the introduction of the new transom Wag in 1900, and first owner of number
3, ‘Pansy’.

2.

‘Tulip’ Newland was later to become official timekeeper and OOD for Water
Wag racing both in Dun Laoghaire and at the North Shannon Yacht Club.

3.

To those who sailed Fireflys, the name of Ratsey and Lapthorn is familiar, as
official sailmaker to the Firefly Class, and long established sailmaker in Cowes.

4.

Louis Meldon was the father of the man who presented the ‘History of the
America’s Cup’ to the Water Wag Club.

5.

We do not know the term ‘Telescope Tiller’. Was this an early attempt at a tiller
extension?

6.

Personal buoyancy was not invented until the time of the ‘Titanic’.

7.

It is interesting that the other competitors who were amateurs were unable to
help the crew in distress. The hobblers were very experienced at working their
boats in close proximity to ships even in heavy weather.
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IN THE WAKE OF THE WATER WAG ALL AROUND THE WORLD
(This article appeared in the magazine Watercraft in 2008)
I’ve decided there’s something very nice about having someone rig your boat for you. I
wasn’t sure at first, but as we came ashore, it was extremely decadent to just step out of the
boat, smile at the two men standing up to their knees in the water waiting to catch us, and
walk through the trees to the cool of the club house and a cold beer. As we were enjoying
the beer, they had the unenviable task of hauling a very heavy boat out the water and derigging her for me.
We were in Sri Lanka, having gone out to Negombo, just north of the capital Colombo to
sail in the Enterprise World Championships. As a class that has now celebrated its 50th
anniversary, it probably won’t be long before I am asked to write up the Enterprise for
Water Craft, as a classic and long established one-design class. After the championships
(which were spectacular – great competitive sailing, extremely well organised and
professionally run) we were invited to spend the weekend at Bolgoda Lake, home of the
Ceylon Motor Yacht Club.
Imagine my surprise when I then discovered that it is also home to the Dublin Bay Water
Wag, which can lay claim to be the first ever one design boat. The Ceylon Motor Yacht
Club still has a fleet of 14, and I am intrigued as to what they are doing here, so very far
away from their roots at Kingstown Harbour, now better known as Dun Laoghaire. Lalin
Jirasinhe, a long standing member of the Ceylon Motor Yacht Club, as well as the Royal
Colombo Yacht Club, started sailing as a
youngster in the Water Wag with his father.
Now a top class dinghy sailor, he has
represented Sri Lanka in the Olympics, and
has set up a formidable youth training
programme in Optimists and Lasers. While
he is fine tuning the squad for the Asian
Games, we get out on the water to find out
what sailing the first ever one design boat
feels like.
The Water Wag was founded in 1887, by
Thomas B Middleton, a young sailor from the
Dublin Bay area. At that time, yacht racing
in Ireland was primarily centred around the
Royal Yacht clubs. Ireland boasts the oldest
yacht club in the world, with the Cork
Harbour Yacht club founded in 1720, later to
become the Royal Cork Yacht Club. Sailing
was growing in appeal, and more and more
clubs were being started up, such as the
Shankhill Corinthian Sailing Club which was
founded in the 1870’s, and of which
Middleton was a member.
Shankill Corinthians prepare to go sailing
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With a growing number of young people wanting to participate, Middleton – who sailed
with his brothers at Dun Laoghaire - felt that the yachts available were expensive to build
and maintain, and that the younger sailors wanted to get together to race in less costly
boats. Thomas Middleton in particular felt that the expense of yacht racing was confining
this sport to the wealthy, and he conceived the revolutionary idea of building a number of
boats to the same design and specification with the same sail area, thus making racing a
matter of skill.
The revolutionary idea failed completely to get recognition, despite his efforts to publicise
it with a printed circular which was widely published. Middleton though was not a quitter,
and persisted with his dream, and in time, some young sailors from Dublin Bay SC finally
got interested in the concept and the first boats became available at a cost of £13.
Unlike its colonial sister which is built of teak, the Dublin Bay Water Wag is lightly built
using yellow pine. The original 1887 double ended boats were built light (a requirement at
Killiney Bay, the location for the Shankill Corinthians,) was that the boat should be able to
launch through surf, and be light enough for two young men to carry up the beach.
Now having finally secured some backing for his one design concept, Middleton proposed
developing a boat that was around 13 foot long, and 4 foot 10 inches in the beam, with a
small 4 inch keel and a single
sail. The boat was to be
ballasted with sand or stones
which
were
thrown
overboard before coming
ashore, but it had to
overcome
the
problem
encountered by the other
dinghies racing at the time,
which was that they were
difficult to sail and tack, and
sometimes even needed the
assistance of an oar to go
about.

Launching from Killiney Beach was never easy
Middleton and his brothers decided to use the design from a double ended Norwegian
Praam, and to have a pivoting iron plate to act as a centreboard. The sail area was not to
exceed 75 square foot. The boat was named the Water Wags. It’s said that this was
because of the great number of wagtails in the area, and also because these sailors were
socially thought of as young ‘wags’.
Despite the support of his fellow wags, Middleton’s concept of a one design boat received
adverse publicity from the yachting press. It was decried as being not in the interest of
yachting as a whole, and the yachting journalists of the day said it would lead to
unemployment amongst yacht builders and designers.
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By 1887 though, the class had been founded and a number of Water Wags were racing
around in the Dublin Bay. The class appeared to have a good sense of humour, with its
constitution showing the officers named as King, Queen, Queen’s Bishop, Knight and two
Rooks. The class has attracted some interesting characters over the years with new
member named as Capt Baden Powell – who later founded the Boy Scouts - joining in
1896 and it was deemed to be a popular class for the ladies as well with Dublin Bay noting
some specific races for Water Wags helmed by women!
There was no doubt that the Water Wag benefited from a strong design, with the emphasis
on safety. As we sail serenely around the calm waters of Bolgoda Lake, I am struck that
we are sailing the same boat that astounded the crew of HMS Gossamer in 1897 who had
sought shelter in Kingstown Harbour and were them amazed to have a local Water Wag
sail out to take a look at them.
The Water Wag we are in shows signs of her age, but she’s water tight and stable. Unlike
the boats in Dublin who have a class regulation requiring varnish topsides and interior and
white below the waterline, She’s been fully painted inside, and the fittings are good old
fashioned bronze – no doubt adding to her rather substantial weight. The sails are very
soft, but it really doesn’t matter – we’re not planning to be competitive and it’s just fun to
be taking part in the Sunday morning club race amongst Enterprises, Lasers and a large
number of very smart GP14s. As we set off I’m surprised at how sprightly this old lady is,
and picking up the odd gusts of wind you can see how she won the hearts of the young
wags all those years ago. The sailing is fantastic – warm winds with shallow, water lily
littered water, and a turning mark around a small island complete with shrine on it. I can
see why Lalin is being so successful training his young Optimist sailors here – it’s ideal
conditions. It probably also helps that he’s no mean sailor himself, having represented Sri
Lanka for yachting in the Olympics We take the opportunity to get our eldest daughter
Libby helming. Not only does it take her mind off the rather large and interesting looking
spiders emerging from the nooks and crannies, but the balanced helm and easy to handle
main is ideal for getting her started. The clinker built design gives her a good cut through
the water, and she’s very easy to steer – even for an eight year old!
The Water Wag is simple to rig, with a basic ‘tent stay’ outhaul along the boom and a jib
that has a whisker pole to goosewing downwind and jib cleats on the bench that runs across
the width of the boat. Our boat has a couple of modern buoyancy bags, but in 1906 the
Water Wags revised their class rules to allow the life cushions stuffed with reindeer hair to
be replaced with bags containing cork shavings. I’m glad our hull seems pretty watertight;
I’m not risking bailing out one of the those spiders and I’d rather like one of the garden
syringes which were allowed by the RYA when it recognised the class in the early 1900 as
a simple form of bailer. The cast iron metal centreboard looks a pretty dangerous
contraption – even though it has a basic uphaul system rigged, we leave it down. The
rudder is fixed down, but as we come in there’s none of the usual hanging over the back
getting the rudder up as those lovely boat boys referred to earlier are standing out deep
enough to catch us before the rudder hits the bottom.
The Ceylon Motor Yacht Club still has 14 Water Wags in its fleet, most of which were
built locally and are privately owned. As we settle down with another cold beer and an
extremely delicious curry lunch, Lalin explains that sailing started in Sri Lanka around
1869, when the Royal Colombo Yacht Club was founded. The club was based in
Colombo, and originally started sailing Seabirds, before moving on to Water Wags in 1906
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with six boats imported from Singapore. The Water Wags had spread round the world
thanks to Irish sailors who has travelled abroad as engineers, administrators and soldiers of
the British Empire. By 1904 single boats and fleets had started to build up in Japan, Hong
Kong, Malaysia, Singapore, Brazil and even in parts of Africa. In 1912, reports tell of a
Water Wag in Valentia, in Southern Ireland as well a fleet recently built in Fibreglass in a
college in Seattle in the USA.
The Water Wag was selected by the members of the Royal Colombo Yacht Club because
of their stability – capsizing was an experience to be avoided because of the shark infested
waters. At the same time a fleet was established in India at Cochin, and this led to a keenly
contested team racing event in the 1950’s between the Royal Madras Yacht Club and
Royal Colombo Yacht Club, racing for the famous Interport Trophy – a stunning silver
model of a Water Wag. Although the team racing has long since stopped, the trophy is still
kept in safe keeping in Colombo.
When the harbour at Colombo was redeveloped into a container port, the Royal Colombo
Yacht Club relocated to the Bolgoda Lake an hour south of the city, and took up residence
at the lake where the Ceylon Motor Yacht Club was already established. Another fleet was
set up in the North at Trincomalee in 1938 when a keen sailor from the Thames based
Minima Yacht Club started a fleet of five using boats from Colombo. One story tells of
how a whale surfaced close to a Water Wag racing in the harbour during the war – mostly
causing concern because there was supposed to be a boom across the harbour entrance!
During the 1960’s it was difficult to find materials to build news boats, so the sailors
carried out a complete revision of the Water Wag specifications introducing modern
options including suction self bailers, toe straps, a kicker strap for the boom and buoyancy
bags.
As I watch the boat boys de-rig here, and wheel her back under storage, there’s an odd
feeling of watching a little bit of history. I can imagine how those first Water Wags sailors
braved the harsh Dublin Bay winds in their new £18 boats, and recollect how they carried
boats by donkey carts across fields to the Jamestown Canal and then sailed through to
North Shannon Yacht Club in incessant rain. Now the Water Wags only exist in Colombo
Sri Lanka, Madras in India and Dun Laoghaire, Ireland; and I wonder if Thomas Middleton
would smile if he saw his boat sailing here in these balmy conditions. What a good job he
didn’t bow to the views of those eminent yachting journalists, and give up all those years
ago.
With thanks for information provided by “The Water Wags – A History” by A. F. Delany.
Editors note:
The Dublin Bay boat differs in a few respects from its colonial sister:
1. More lightly built of yellow pine compared with the colonial boats which are planked
in teak.
2. The colonial boat has a small foredeck to throw off the Indian ocean waves.
3. The Dublin boat uses a spinnaker.
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4. The Dublin boats modified the sheer line in 1902 in the interests of a more attractive
appearance.
5. The Dublin bay boats do not use a lifting rudder.
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EROTIC TOMBOY PARTY
It sounds like part of a tabloid headline, ‘Tomboy and Actress at Erotic Party’, but not this
time, It is a very special day for the Water Wags. July 23rd 2008 was a night set apart for
the centenarians.
Eros II (number 08) was built by John Gray in 1908 for J.M. Goldsmith. Tomboy III
(number 2) was built by John Gray for B. Barrett and B. Eaton in 1908.
Club records show that in 1908 many members of The Wag Club replaced their boats
regularly. Goldsmith had previously owned ‘Eros’ (number 8) which was one of the first
batch of transom wags built by McKeown in 1900.

Geoff Sarratt (Captain of Water Wags), Brian Mac Manus (Commodore RStGYC)
Gail Varian (boat owner) Michael Geoghegan (boat owner), Michael Buckley (Rear
Commodore RStGYC).
Tomboy I (number 7.) was built for B. Barrett by McKeown in 1900. Tomboy II (number
7.) was also built for B. Barrett by Hollowey & Son in Dublin in 1905.
The evening began (unusually for 2008) with good weather and high pressure, a high cloud
base and a gentle breeze from the north east. Strangely outside the harbour there were
white horses and all the boats leaving the marina had reefed sails. Tom Hudson and his
crew in the flagship of Jennifer, Tuffett and David Sarratt set up station close to the
navigation buoys at the entrance to the marina. The windward mark was laid off the
moored boats near the Boyd Memorial on the east pier. The gybe mark was laid close to
the west pier lighthouse and the leeward mark was off the starting line.
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After a very tricky first beat, William and Linda in ‘Tortoise’ were first around the
windward mark followed by David and Sally McFarlane in ‘Moosmie’, Vincent and
Noelle in ‘Pansy’, and David Corcoran in ‘Freddie’. These positions did not last for the full
race which was won by ‘Moosmie’, followed by Frank and Owen in ‘Gavotte’, Guy and
Jackie in ‘Swift’, ‘Pansy’, ‘Tortoise’, ‘Freddie’ and the other 12 boats racing.

Pansy with red waterline, Sprite, Eros II and Tomboy III in party mode.
Once ashore, we were under instruction to wash down the ‘Oldies’ and bring them to the
flagpole on the George forecourt. ‘Sprite’ (nee. ‘Irene’), and ‘Pansy’ had celebrated their
birthdays over the past few seasons. They were joined by ‘Eros’ and ‘Tomboy’. The four
oldies looked magnificent together, ‘Tomboy’ having been recently re-ribbed, re-keeled
and re-stemmed by Liam Moloney of Dromineer. All she needed was a little varnish on the
bare spots and some filler on the rivets on the outside.
‘Pansy’ and ‘Eros’ were still dripping with water after their race, Unfortunately Rupert and
Sue Westrup were abroad and were unable to join the celebrations. Balloons were specially
printed for the occasion, with the words ‘Happy Birthday 100 today’. Signs were tied to
the masts describing when, and by whom the boats were built, the first owners, and the
current owners. Unfortunately ‘Phyllis’ (1907) also qualified to attend but it was not
possible for her to be at the party.
Those 36 wags who had been racing went up to the balcony for refreshment , where a
small exhibition of memorabilia was put on with pictures of ‘Tomboy III’ from her early
days and race reports outlining how ‘Tomboy III’ was unbeatable, both in DBSC races on
Saturdays and Wag Club races side on Wednesdays in May 1922 against a strong fleet of
16

six other Water Wags, when she was acquired by a new owner in R. Donnelly. This was
followed by a Barbecue served by Thomas the faithful barman. When all were refreshed,
The Captain of the Water Wags, Geoff Sarratt stood up and congratulated the wags for
such a good turn out. He introduced Brian McManus the Commodore of the George who
reminded us of how he had sailed in visitors races in the Water Wags, and looked forward
to another invitation. He stated the Clubs commitment to dinghy racing within the harbour,
and the need to protect our precious heritage.
Gail Varian spoke about the coincidence that when she added her age to the age of her sonin-law Gavin, their combined ages were exactly one hundred. A Wag in the audience noted
that this was quite remarkable since Gail is still only aged 27.

Michael and Gail cut the birthday cake.
At this stage of the evening the wags toasted the health of the Erotic Tomboy and wished
them a long life. Mick Geoghegan and Gail had a formal cutting of the Centenary cake
followed by singing of happy birthday. ‘Happy birthday to Tomboy…..’
The cake was distributed to all for consumption. This was followed by a champagne toast.
In 1909 the new wags were ‘Joan’, ‘Echo’, ‘Ju Ju’ and ‘Coquette’. Of these only
‘Coquette’ remains. We look forward to celebrating this famous boat next year ….…
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‘TOMBOY III’

Water Wags starting off the Carlisle Pier. The Ship is R.M.S. Leinster which was
sunk by a German Torpedo On 10th October 1918 with the loss of 500 lives. The
starting boat is ‘Barbara’ which is manned by Thomas Middleton founding father of
the Water Wag Club. ‘Tomboy’ is second from the left.
Tomboy was built by John Gray in 1908 for B. Barrett and R.N. Eaton and sailed under a
red and white diagonal burgee. She remained in this ownership until the 1930 season. For
the 1931- 1933 seasons she was listed as being owned by Mr. & Mrs. R Donnelly in 1932
and sported red yellow and black horizon burgee.
However in 1934, -1936 number 2 was listed as being ‘Margaret’ owned by Miss K.
Sherlock with a green burgee. We do not know if this was a different boat or the same boat
renamed.
For 1937-1938 ‘Margaret’ was owned by Mrs. Affleck-Graves Green. We do not know if
this is the same lady who has become married, because it was normal for a new owner to
invent a new burgee.
She changed hands again for the 1939 season, until 1941 when she was owned by J.P.
Evans & G. McNichol with Red and yellow vertical striped burgee. For 1942, - 1945 she
was owned by S.H. Watson & G. McNicholl and retained the Red and yellow vertical
striped burgee.
In 1946 McNicholl dropped out so S.H. Watson was on his own with Red and yellow
vertical striped burgee. 1947 Not listed. 1987 L. McSherry.
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‘Tomboy’ has an excellent racing record .
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‘
‘THE FLEET OF WELSH WATER WAGS’

‘MARCIA’ number 4.
Built in Dun Laoghaire, possibly by Mahony in Patrick
Street, in 1934 at a cost of £1.00 per foot for Mr. H.R. (Hugh) Jones, who was known as
Jones Diver and named after his daughter Marcia. Came over to Holyhead in the engine
room of the ‘Slieve Bloom’.
She was supplied as a bare
hull, and completed and rigged
in Wales. Hull planking in
American Larch, and thwarts
were of elm. Capsized in her
first race when rammed in a
collision with a half rater.
Bought from Hugh Jones in the
1930’s by Merfyn Phillips who
lost an arm in an accident.
Subsequently owned by Jack
Elgar from Cornwall. Owned
by Brian Williams and Dr.
John Crane in 1950 - 1952.
Subsequently owned by Frank
and Jessie Blythe whose son
Mike Blythe (59, Carreg Felin,
Llan-degfan) learned to sail in
her. Subsequently owned in
1958 by Mrs. Barbara Hope,
nee. Townrow, Subsequently
Parry. Rebuilt for her by Bill
Pritchard. On loan to the Portmadoc Maritime Museum and bought by Glyn Lancaster
Jones on 12th. February 1989. Then owned by Harry Wyn Williams of Llanbedrgoch.
Information from Eilean Jones who accompanied Robert Jones, the owner’s son on the
journey bringing her back to Ireland.
‘VERONIQUE’

This boat is alleged to be a Water Wag according to Diana Phillips.

‘VIVIAN’
Now known not to be a Water Wag. A fourteen foot boat built by Mather
Owen, Menai Bridge.
‘WHITE HEATHER’
Built in Ireland in 1904 by J.E. Doyle. Owned by L.M.S.
Marine in the person of Captain Lord the marine superintendent. Sailed by George Wright
and Crewed by Capt. McKenzie. Believed later owned by Capt. Lord’s son, taken to
Stoke-on-Trent, and later sold. Present whereabouts not known. Bought over by Capt.
Newton in about 1927.
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‘EROS II’ number 8. Built in Ireland by John Gray
in 1908 and brought to Holyhead in about 1923 by
Capt. R. Newton. Later owned by Mr. Pearson from
Sheffield. In 1933 owned by Mrs. Jean Townrow,
mother of Mrs. Barbara Parry. She remained in the
family until she was given to a man at Four Mile
bridge. Sold about 1976 to Mr. Hal Sisk and
returned to Ireland. Now owned by Mrs. Gail
Varian.
‘DOLLY’ 9. Owned by another Mr. Tommy
Roberts. Sailed in the 1923 regattas. Owner died
fairly soon afterwards. Later owned by George
Hughes, before he owned ‘Marjorie’. Builder
unknown. Present location not known.

‘SARAH’ number 10. Built for Norman Warden Owen, Cae Grugog Cottage, Trearddur
Bay by Owen Griffiths and
assisted by Norman Warden
Owen. Later owned by the
Radcliffe family at Four Mile
Bridge, who may have owner
‘Marcia’ at one time. Built in
1935-1936 not to the same
drawings as ‘Mona’. More true
to Kingstown drawings than
‘Mona.’ Present where-abouts
unknown.

‘MONA’ number 12. Built in
1934-1935 by Owen Griffiths
(Owen Bach.) aged 23 at
Holyhead. Named after Bill
Pritchard’s daughter Mona.
Later owners include Mr. And
Mrs. Kershaw, now of Rose
Cottage, Martello Avenue,
Sandycove near Dun Laoghaire
and Ivor Thomas, 44, Walthew
Avenue,
Holyhead.
Cost
originally £48.00 for wood
(Russian white) and sails.
Found at Port Dinorwic Sailing Club in 1987 by Glyn Lancaster Jones. New steamed
timbers in 1987.
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‘DAFFODIL’ Built by Richard Owen Pritchard at Holyhead using the same moulds as for
‘Mona’ in 1935-1936. Not raced much. Sailed by Dick Morris. Information from Tom
Pritchard, owners son (31, Pant Lodge Estate, Llanfair.) Present location unknown.
‘IRIS’ Built by W. (Bill) Pritchard, cousin of Richard Owen Pritchard, at Holyhead, for
his own use. Named after his sister Katie’s daughter, Iris. She had excessive sheer. Present
location unknown.

‘MARJORIE’ It is uncertain whether it
was built in Ireland by John Gray, or at
Menai Bridge by Owen Hughes.
Reportedly brought from Ireland by
D.J. Harris, who was the L.M.S.
Marine Dept. chief engineer (Shore)
according to Mrs. Mildred Burke,
whose aunt Mrs. George Hughes, of
the Porth y Felin pub was a later
owner. Later sold to Petty Officer Kent
at H.M.S. Bede, Holyhead and went
away to the South of England. Present
whereabouts unknown. It is also
believed that she may have been
owned by Sam Jones, a lame cobbler
living at Four Mile Bridge according to
Mrs. Barbara Parry. When owned by
Mr. Harris she was sailed by Dick
Morris Roberts.
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‘CHARLOTTE’
Built by Tommy Roberts,
Foreman UDC for his own use, and named after
his mother. Later owned by Alun Williams,
Electric Light Co. and Hugh Jones, Chief Clarke ,
British Rail. Also believed to have been owned by
Sam Jones, the lame cobbler living at Four Mile
Bridge. Survived to c.1980 and believed wrecked
at Trearddur Bay.
‘CHURN’
Named after the River Churn in
Gloucester, believed built by Tommy Roberts.
Owner by Mr. Handy, L.M.S. Marine assistant
Shore Engineer. Later owned by George Hughes,
Porth y Felin Pub, Admiral Sir. Percy Grant,
Harbourmaster and Mr. Harrison. Known to have
one plank less than she should have, and one side
not the same shape as the other. Whereabouts
unknown.
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LETTER FROM WALES BEFORE ‘EROS’ OR ‘MARCIA’ RETURNED TO
IRELAND
Fronheulog
Bont
Nr. Holyhead.
Oct. 1st.
I am enclosing all the details from the secretary of the Dublin Water–Wag Club, which
arrived on Friday. The letter seems a nice one, and most interesting. The secretary was
obviously very excited to hear about “Eros”, and I am sure we would be able to learn more
if we paid a visit to Dun Laoghaire. We could probably piece the history together
completely- knowing the few things that the Holyhead people have been able to tell us.
I have made a note of the address and will write to the secretary regarding the purchaser of
“Marcia”, so that we are not saddled with another boat.
The Holyhead Club were going over to Dublin this weekend to sail against this club, but in
view of the weather I doubt whether they did much sailing!
There is a lot one would like to ask the secretary of the club- for instance, what vintage are
the plans I now possess? (they are marked “1900”, but I wonder if the modifications of
freeboard and extra sheer are allowed for).
The loss of the moulds and proper drawings may account for the fact that the “Marcia”
does not confirm to the true ‘Wag’ specifications, since Marcia was built 1925-1927
approx. Anyway we are now in the position to carry on a little more research, and I was
very pleased to see that Miss Armstrong thought that the “wags” were unbeatable as good
sea-boats!
“Marcia” is now in Mr. Pritchard’s shed. We took her in on Thursday evening- a very easy
journey and the trailer ran like a bird after being well greased. “Marcia” seems lighter than
“Eros”- probably the inferior timber used in her. Mr. Pritchard seems favourably impressed
of seeing her again and he thinks she will be a fast boat on the water. We have decided to
fit her up really well and get all the odd jobs done on her so that she will be good for
another 30 years! During the October week I will make a visit to the timber merchant in
Menai Bridge in order to acquire the wood that will be required. I will also enquire about
the sails from the man in Bangor.
Mr. Pritchard now has the plans and so we are going to stick to specifications where
possible. There are a lot of small fittings, such as ring-bolts etc. to renew in brass. Is there a
likely shop in Bristol? Also, am I likely to be able to get some shrouds made in Bristol?
Apparently Mr. Pritchard is very pleased to have a boat to repair this winter, and I am told
that there will be quite a bit of local excitement when she is finished and ready for the
water again! One evening this week I am going in to find out what will be needed to carry
out these repairs, now that Mr. Pritchard has had time to study up the position carefully.
Apparently he comes of a family of boat –builders and he was telling us the other evening
all about the Schooners his Grandfather used to build for the Slate-Trade. Amongst others,
he must have built the schooner Uncle Ernest painted at Port Dinorwic! (her name was
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mentioned in conversation.) Michael had a lovely evening listening to this “ship”
conversation, which, of course eventually turned on the “Cutty Sark”! I foresee a happy
time for everyone whilst “Marcia” is being repaired, and Mrs. Pritchard confessed to me
that she will not be able to get any repair done in the house for the next 4-5 months!
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THE IRISH FIELD.
July 4th. 1896
In another loft a water-wag lies completed for G. E. Cope Esq., Howth Sailing Club, and
which bears testimony to the high finish and accuracy of details with which all the craft,
large and small, turned out by Messrs. Hollowey are so justly famed.
Only a couple of days since a new water-wag, which I fancy will be called Airmid II, has
been forwarded to Kingstown for A. W. Orr, Esq., R.I.Y.C. and D.B.S.C. (This gentleman
has disposed of his late Wag to Geo. Smyth, Esq., of the Royal Irish).
With such direct evidence of the excellent workmanship and high finish to be obtained at
home, it is more than surprising that so many orders should find their way across the
Channel. At least one rater came from England, which caused “a commotion” ending in a
lawsuit, and which happily has nothing Irish about her design, material, or construction. If
anyone interested in the in the art of boat or yacht building visits the “governing” country,
it will not be long before he hears condemnation of a vigorous nature applied to the
workmanship of English yards, which bear in Ireland a reputation of the highest order.
Only this summer “Commodore” was asked to examine and report on a centreboard 13’-0”
boat built for a resident of the Menai straits by a South of England firm, which is being
continually “boomed.” The wretched attempt to copy the ‘Sandycove Wag,’ the absence of
any careful finish, and the only too apparent filling up of split cedar planks, would have
consigned “the article” either to the knacker or to be returned “ with care immediate” to the
great yard from which it emanated. The owner sent a statement of the defects , and on
hinting that he would return the boat and demand repayment of the money paid, had a
substantial reduction in the price allowed, and the matter thus ended.

‘Mollie II’ an example of Irish craftsmanship in the ‘Naughties’
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JIMMIE FUREY - A UNIQUE TALENT
Jimmie has been a long time friend of the Wags. He built his first Water Wag in 1984 after
practicing on the building of ten new Shannon One Designs, numbers 107, 108, 112, 113,
121, 126, 128, 129, 130, and 131. The Committee of the Water Wags under Seymour
Cresswell Snr. wanted to ensure that the new boat was built to proper specifications and
visited the remote workshop in Lecarrow, County Roscommon on many occasions. Jimmie
was provided with the club templates to ensure that the lines were formed perfectly. The
reason why the Committee were so concerned, was that he was less experienced than
previous builders, such as Skee Grey had built three boats between 1968 and 1970, but he
had a long apprenticeship with his father who had built 21 boats between 1905 and 1937.
H. Tweedy built ‘Good Hope’ for Hal Sisk in 1976, and it was felt that the Committee
should have given him more support during the construction period. T. Mallon built ‘Susan
Jane’ in Oughterard, Co. Galway in 1982 for Dr. Noel Browne, using (unapproved) larch
planking in the knowledge that she would never race in the Water Wag fleet in Dun
Laoghaire. It is understandable that the committee would be cautious about another boat
from an untried builder from Connaught. Eventually she was ready for collection and the
committee again did a final check, and declared her to comply with club specifications and
dimensions.
She was ‘Polly’ number 31 for David and Geoff Sarratt.
After a lapse of almost 23 years Jimmie suggested to close friends that he wanted a break
from building Shannon One Designs. Simon Nolan found a supply of wood in the UK and
the boat was built for Dr. George Henry. Con and Cathy Murphy have taken ownership of
the boat which is named after the original ‘Mollie’ which was the oldest boat in the fleet
until her loss in a house fire.
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Jimmie introduces Cathy to ‘Mollie II’.
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NORTH HAVEN DINGHY
In America the first one-design class there appeared in an unusual setting. The Maine
island of North Haven is opposite to, and divided from, the adjacent island of Vinalhaven,
by a narrow channel known Fox Islands Thorofare, after the original name of the islands
when discovered by Champlain in either 1603 or 1605.
North Haven Island is quiet and spruce-covered, with a ragged shoreline and many natural
small harbors with good anchorages. Much of it is owned as summer property by people
who spend their vacations there, as the fathers and grandfathers of many have before them.
Perhaps to the astonishment of the independent island population these wealthy people
began to buy land in 1883, when several Boston families had summer homes overlooking
the Thorofare and these still dot both shores, from Goose Rock Light to the Sugar Loaves
and up along the islands north shore to Pulpit Harbor. The families sailed their yacht’s
tenders for family fun and picnics amongst the islands and sometimes against each other
and the local small boats in informal races, which are always the most enjoyable kind.
Two spritsail-rigged dinghies were built by Henry Calderwood, an island carpenter and
occasional boat builder, in an attempt to beat the existing boats. Racing reputedly stemmed
from a challenge issued by William F. Weld, owner of yacht “Gitana” and a summer
visitor to the islands with a home at Iron Point, for anyone to sail against a dinghy he
carried on board.
It was accepted and Weld lost, but the following summer, 1884, he had a new dinghy,
which won all the local races. His brother Dr. Charles G. Weld, had the lines taken off this
new dinghy and that winter four identical boats were built from the plans by local boat
builder J. O. Brown, establishing the first North American one design class. Until then the
boats all seemed to have been rigged with a spritsail, but at that time the North Haven
Dinghies adopted a single gaff sail on a mast stepped well forward (cat rig) and the hull
freeboard was slightly increased, the final design being set from the dinghy “Elfin” built at
North Haven by J. O. Brown and winning races 65 years later.
The first formal ‘Grand Dinghy Race’ was not held until August 1887 when the boat ‘TD’
owned by Tucker Duland and sailed by Dr. Weld had a luffing match with Charles K.
Cobb’s dinghy, which enabled the “Guffin” owned by Alfred Bowditch and sailed by Miss
Ellen Hayward to win. A woman competitor was then very rare in sailing races and Dr.
Weld is said to have presented Miss Hayward with the sloop “Wayward” in recognition,
which she sailed in Penobscot Bay for many seasons.
The dinghy class grew and racing became very keen within the limitations of the hull form
and rig, but as one-design, all were theoretically equal in a potential speed. The centre of
this dinghy activity was and is in the North Haven Yacht Club, which was formed about
1902 by summer visiting residents. In its heyday the club float was crowded with fifty or
so dinghies lying gunwale to gunwale before the club ‘Casino’- an Edwardian term for a
clubhouse which combined various sports facilities such as sailing and tennis.
In the early years J. O. Brown built the North Haven dinghies for $425 but by 1949, when
a number of North Haven dinghies were built of wood, his grandson J.E. Brown was
building them for $750 each. The price continues to rise.
In 1919 the North Haven dinghy committee considered that detailed plans should be made
of the boats and the office of Boston Yacht designer John G. Alden took off the lines and
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all the details of the dinghy “Ridzo” to produce plans from which future North Haven
dinghies would be built. These plans were again revised in 1929. they show an overall
length of 14’-5 1/2”, a beam of 4’-11” and a draught of 1’-1 1/2” which extends to 3’-10”
with the centreboard lowered. The considerable rise of floor and fine ends makes these
boats lively under sail, and the hull form shows the origins as a rowing-and–sailing boat,
with a touch of Sam Crocker (who then worked with John Alden) in the bilge and bow
sections, and a finely formed tuck in the stern sections.
The cedar planking is 1/2in. thick and the garboards and sheerstrake are oak. The oak
timbers are 3/4in. sided x 1/2in. moulded, spaced 8in. centres. The planking is fastened
with copper boat nails clenched on burrs (roves). Keel, stem, gunwales and thwart risings
are oak and the somewhat heavy construction results in long life and little distortion,
though the position of the mast can lead to some movement forward.
The centreboard is oak and has 6lbs. Of lead fitted in it to ensure sinkage. In contrast to
modern dinghies, these boats were not intended to be capsized and 350lbs. Of lead ballast
are specified, stowed in the bottom to aid stability in fresh winds. As they do capsize
sometimes, three large galvanised steel buoyancy tanks are specified. Without crew on
board, the ballast makes the boats trim by the bow.
The rig is a simple gaff sail of 118sq. ft. area which has two rows of reef points. Reefs are
put in at the order of the race committee, not at the discretion of the helmsman- a wise rule
when racing small open boats. Sail battens are forbidden. A Marconi sloop rig was
proposed in 1929 and Alden’s office prepared a sail plan with the then typical longboomed Bermudian mainsail and an unusual partial boom (club) to the foot of the foresail.
Spreaders and sail battens did not appear to be fitted. This sail plan was not adopted by the
class.
Perhaps the popularity of this old-style class lies in the adherence to the one design
principle and association rules. Ballast is not allowed to be moved within 24 hours of a
race, and the boat may not be hauled out or scrubbed during that time. When racing, the
crew may raise or lower the centreboard, hoist or slack the peak, and move themselves
about as live ballast.
The long immersed profile makes the North haven dinghies relatively slow in turning, bit
they do go to windward well, and are stiff enough with a crew of two sitting up to weather.
They are not happy in open water, and in a short chop can ship water over the bow. They
can be difficult to handle before the wind, and in a seaway, when the crew need to move
well aft to keep the head from burying, and the boat broaching, faults stemming from the
lean bow and the cat rig.
Edwin Thayer states that in 1929 the plans of the dinghies were altered to allow the
centreplate to come up through the top of the centreboard case, and so increase its area at
the same time a Bermudian rig was proposed but never adopted. During the 1920’s and
1930’s the North Haven dinghies were so numerous that the class was divided into two
sections.
In 1948 a North haven dinghy was taken to Greenwich, Connecticut, where she sailed in an
all comers race, finishing ahead of the fleet which included “Thistle” type racing dinghies
and other modern boats. The girl helmsman repeated the victory in 1951.
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During the 1970’s racing in the class remained keen and twenty boats turned out regularly
in the season, with about forty appearing for big events. Many boats are immaculate, with
as much care lavished on them as many of their owners devote to their often large cruising
or racing boats. They race in two classes, one for adults, the other for children, and there
are separate series of races for the months of July and August. Special races are held on
July 4th. and Labor day. Two of the seasons races are unusual, one is up the rock strewn
Mill River, in which working the tide is crucial and competitors may be stranded; the other
takes the dinghies out of the western end of the Thorofare and around the north coast of the
Island to Pulpit Harbor, where the race is concluded by a joyful gathering at one of North
Haven’s most attractive homes.
Ten or so wooden North Haven dinghies have been built since 1960 by J.O. Brown at their
log- piled boatyard and some by Y-Knot Industries. Both shops have also completed glass
reinforced plastic hulls for the class. Edwin Thayer, son of a boat builder who constructed
many of the dinghies at Brown’s yard, has built many himself. He estimated in 1974 that it
took 600 man hours and cost about $4000 to construct the wooden hull and spars, with
sails and rigging extra. During the 1970’s one owner suggested moulding the dinghies in
glass reinforced plastic, but this was not done. The first plastic dinghies of the class were
built in 1975 by George Lewis and were corrected to a weight equal to the wooden boats.
There were 12 or so racing in 1979 and others have been built by Brown’s yard, by Edey
and Duff at Mattaposiett, Massachusetts, and Lawrence of Southern Harbor Maine, but the
wooden dinghies remain the core of the class.
People of all ages and relationships- bankers and bakers, state governors and senators,
Cabots, Saltonstalls, Cobbs, Davises, Guilds, and others long established on the island- all
enjoy the sport and informal fun bound up in the north haven dinghy tradition- Long may it
last.







1884 First boat built to win races against other yachts tenders.
1884 Lines taken off the boat.
1885 Four boats built to the lines.
August 1887 First formal race.
1902 Club founded.
1919 Accurate plans prepared.
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Vincentia collects her
prizes at the Water
Wag prize giving in
February 2008

Guyetta collects her
prizes at the Water
Wag prize giving in
February 2008
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SIMON NOLAN DOWNHILL RACE 2008

Boats were launched and rigged in Banagher as the trailers were delivered to
Terryglass.

As the river is not very wide some of the starts were quite exciting. How did
number 3 spend the final 30 seconds until the starting gun sounded without
crossing the start line?
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The Fleet are away, heading south, tacking from Leinster to Connaught.
Several races took place each one allowing the fleet to recollect, and to
start again.

There was quite a lot of tacking involved with very shifty winds from the
southwest.
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.
The Nolan family lead the way in the sunny weather.

The first break was at Meelick Lock, where the Nolan Family provided a wonderful
spread of nourishment, both liquid and solid. ‘Whitethorn’ and the other support
cruisers are tied up to the Quay.
The fleet needed to pass through Portumna Bridge at the allocated opening time of 19.00.
It was realised that we were running late, so sails were dropped and the Wags were towed
the last few miles to Portumna. When we were about one mile away, we could see the
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traffic lights turn green to allow the south going boats to pass through. The cruisers which
were waiting there drove through. Then the lights turned red, to allow the north going
boats to pass through in safety. The road traffic was building up. A RIB with Suzie and Pat
Coffey was sent to race to the bridge and use their influence to allow the wags through. It
took another ten minutes before the fleet of Water Wags and their mother ships reached the
bridge. We were allowed through. As we all breathed a sigh of relief, William hoisted up
his gaff on Tortoise and sailed single handed from Portumna to Terryglass faster than the
rest of the flotilla under power.
We were two hours late for dinner in the Derg Inn which presented some acoustic
problems.
Sunday was a beautiful hot and sunny day with light winds. Only one race of two laps was
sailed before the wind disappeared completely.
Congratulations go to the Kilroy family for winning Division 1 in number 38 ‘Swift, and
to Gail Varian in number 08 ‘Eros II’ who won Division 2.
Fun prizes were presented to all the competitors, which included a notebook with a picture
of the 2005 on the front and back, and hand painted plates. I think the Antiques Roadshow
experts will be thrown into despair by the Water Wag Club Burgee on the underside of the
plate.
Well done to Dee, Susie, Mandy, Jamie, Jessica and their helpers who made the event most
enjoyable.
In 2010 we race from Terryglass to Dromineer or to Garry Kennedy.
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‘GET OUT OF THE GEORGE’

On 27th. August, Geoff Sarratt, Captain of the Wags organised the ‘Captains Prize’. It
coincided with the RStGYC hosting of the SB3 National Championships. The SB3 or
‘Sailing boat for 3 people’ is considered to be a modern one-design boat designed for
inshore racing, with a vertical plumb bow, loose footed mainsail, asymmetrical spinnaker
and is the boat for the 21st. century. The only aspect of the boat which differs from a Water
Wag is the ‘Granny Bars’ . Water Wags don’t have granny bars, Wags who are Grannys go
to Bars after racing!
Because of the space requirements the Wags were asked to leave the George for the
duration of the event. There was a marvellous turn out of Wags on the evening………
No.1 Jessie and Susie Nolan in ‘Ethna’.
No. 3. Vincent and Noelle in ‘Pansy’.
No. 4. Philip and Brian Bond in ‘Vela’.
No. 10. Rupert and Sue Westrup in ‘Sprite’.
No. 11. Jimmy Fitzpatrick and Pauline MacNamara in ‘Anne II’..
No. 15. David and Sally MacFarlane in ‘Moosmie’.
No. 16. Chris Connelly and Ros in ‘Penelope’.
No. 17. Seymour and Gillian Mahony in ‘Coquette’.
No. 18. Hal and David Williams in ‘Good Hope’
No. 19. Philip Mahony and Geoff Davys in ‘Shindilla’
No. 20 Ann Marie and David Cox in ‘Badger’.
No. 22. Emma Webb and Julie Delany in ’Saryalis’.
No. 24 Frank Guy and Owen McNally in ‘Gavotte’
No. 26 Brian McBride and Stuart McBean in ‘
No. 29 Harry and Liz Croxon in ‘Patricia’.
No. 30 David and Anne Clarke in ‘Sara’
No. 31 Geoff Sarratt and Niamh Smyth in ‘Polly’.
No. 37 Charles and Miranda Hackett in ‘Marcia’.
No. 38 Guy and Jackie Kilroy in ‘Swift’.
No. 40 Denis Woods and Brian Richardson in ’Swallow’
No. 41 Con and Cathy in ‘Mollie II’
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No. 42 William and Linda in ‘Tortoise’
No. 43 Roisin and David Corcoran in ‘Freddie’
The race committee consisted of Michael Donohoe, David Sarratt and Ian Cotton. The
wind was an unstable gravitational wind from the west blowing at about 8 knots but with
gusts of up to 14 knots.
The tide was most significant being mid flow flood tide. The start line was close to the
east pier lighthouse and the windward mark within the west bight close to the mouth of the
marina pier. The gybe mark was laid close to the ferry berth. After an aborted start due to
issues on the signalling, the fleet lined up for a second start.
There was a substantial bias towards the flagship end of the line. A bunch of boats pushed
for position on the line. Freddie arrived at the flagship at about 30 seconds before the gun.
She realised that she was running out of time, and liable to be over the line early, and tried
to sail along the line to burn off the excess time. However there were boats everywhere and
nowhere for her to go. The horn sounded , followed by a recall signal. Several boats were
recalled. Some boats such as ‘Moosmie’ returned to the start but ‘Freddie’ didn’t hear her
number called and continued to sail.
On the first beat the wind was quite uneven. Those who went towards the harbour mouth
found a stronger wind and favourable tide. Despite this it was the boats which took the
option of sailing to the middle of the harbour who got to the mark first. Swift, Penelope,
followed by Gavotte and Pansy.
On the first off wind leg only a few boats flew spinnakers. The wind was too close to be of
much benefit.
On the run Swallow pulled up to join the first group. On the second beat boats had to make
clear decisions- follow the boat in front of you or look for clear wind elsewhere. By the
second windward mark the order was Swift, Gavotte Pansy. The wags discovered that
boats which stayed on port tack and headed to the harbour mouth had the benefit of better
gusts coming over the pier and when they reached the west pierheads there was a very
strong incoming tide which provided them with a lift.
In a unique example of mark laying, those boats which pointed high could tack within one
boat length of the west pier were able to lay the windward mark with only one tack. It took
the Wags some time to realise this.
The results were:
1, ‘Swift’, 2, ‘Pansy’, ‘Freddie’ (OCS) 3, ‘Gavotte’. 4, ‘Swallow’, 5, ‘Mollie II’.
After racing all boats were brought to the RIYC where they filled the forecourt.
Con and Cathy invited the Wags to supper at the NYC where a dinner of fish was followed
by fruit meringue and coffee.
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Geoff presented prizes to:
‘Swift’ as first boat home.
‘Polly’ should have won division 1B but the prize went to ‘Penelope’.
The division 2 prize went to Hal and David Williams.
The newcomer prize went to ‘Freddie’.
Geoff invited the Wags to attend a house warming party on 3rd September.
One of the subjects discussed at the dinner, was the option of making the Captain’s prize a
race which cannot be discarded for the Jubilee Cup.
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Winner of the snake of the week goes to Freddie, number 43.
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YOZ RACE 2008
TRAINS, PLANES AND AUTOMOBILES…… that is what it almost took to get the 2008
Wag Yoz race underway. Getting youths to Dun Laoghaire on a Monday evening with the
Dublin traffic back to full strength was a difficult task, and two entrants were in the car
(Automobile), then on the Dart (Train) in order to fly (Plane) out to the Irish Yacht Club
to compete in the Wag Yoz race of 2008.
5 Yoz sailors went out on a lovely light air evening on September 8 th. They were as
follows
Wag 1 – Ethna – with helm Jessie Nolan and crew Suzie Nolan.
Wag 11– Anne 2–with helm Roddy Fitzpatrick , crew Jimmy Fitzpatrick

Wag 24 Gavotte – with helm Alfred Guy and crew Frank Guy

Wag 38 Swift - Jack Fitzpatrick and crew Guy Kilroy.

Wag 29 Patricia with Helm Hugo Fitzpatrick and crew Harry Croxon.
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A course using natural marks within the harbour was set comprising of a 2 sausages and a
finish through the navigation marks. The start was out by the harbour wall, up to the
windward mark, around a second time and then a reach to the finish.
The first beat was a very close contest between wag 24 Alfred and Wag 38 Jack. Towards
the top end of the beat, 24 crossed just ahead of 38 on port and then tacked to cover the
opposition. This set them up very well and they rounded the windward mark and set off on
a very fast run. In third and forth place were two of the three Fitzpatrick brothers Hugo and
Roddy. The new sails were going well for Roddy in 11, and Hugo in 29 had to tack to
avoid other traffic in the Harbour, but he pulled away on the downwind leg. Jessie in 1 was
covering the fleet from the rear. The Wag order rounding the first mark was 24, 38, 29 11
and 1. The positions stayed much the same throughout the second beat, as Alfred retained
the lead he had secured in the first beat.
The Wag order at the finish was 24 –Alfred in Gavotte, 38 – Jack in Swift, 29 – Hugo in
Patricia, 11 – Roddy in Anne 2, and 1 – Jessie in Ethna. Jessie gave herself a great Hip Hip
Horray as she crossed the finish line. Well done Jessie.
Congratulations to Alfred on successfully defending his Yoz title from last year, and we
look forward to him defending it again next year.
Our thanks to the supporting parents and adults, Jackie - guilty as no Kilroy Yoz made it ,
Pauline - trains, planes and automobiles coordinator, Frank -crew on the winning Wag,
Susie - sibling supreme, and Harry best supporting Wag. There were several other
candidates that we hope to see next year on the water – Zoe, Guy, Naomi, Dean, Rory.
Hannah and Sabrina have retired as they are no longer Under 18. They will now be joining
the rest of the adult Wags in the bar!
We also hope to see all the Yoz candidates at the Wag Annual dinner over the winter
where they could be the largest table.

Team manager, Pauline running up and down the touchline shouting
instructions to her team.
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YOU KNOW YOU’RE OLD………

You know you're old when:















you wonder why you don't see bloopers any more.
you remember when Lawrie Smith "was just a kid."
you get nostalgic at the sight of a pintail stern.
you think multihulls are weird and don't belong in racing fleets..
you think Windward Passage is the greatest boat ever.
you still think aluminium rigs are safer than carbon.
you think AC boats are 12 meters
you still say "you can't go wrong with Dacron.
you consider dinghy racing to be 'junior sailing.
you think IOR was "the good old days.".
you wonder why sprit boats don't just "pull the pole back."
you. think Sailing World is still good.
it takes a week to recover from a weekend wag regatta.
there are wag sailors younger than you.

Some of the younger wags, Chris Connelly, Niamh
Smyth, Suzie Nolan, Pat Coffey, Mandy Nolan, Dee
Nolan and Jamie Nolan.
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LADIES RACE FOR THE MAUREEN VASE.
We are most fortunate that almost 50% of active Wags today are ladies. Many of the ladies
are normally crews but most of them are competent helmsladies in their own right. The
ladies races was programmed for a Monday evening in early September.
Currently several boats are being steered by ladies including Ann Marie Cox in ‘Badger’,
Jessica Nolan in ‘Ethna’, Julie Delany and Emma Webb in ‘Saryalis’, Bairbre Stuart in
‘Freddie’, and Gail Varian in ‘Eros’.
Some years ago the Ladies race was one of the most hotly contested races of the year with
Miller Sisters Susan Gray, Tansey Millerick, Jennifer Hudson and Heather Thomas
competing against each other.
This year, the weather during the day was very wet and windy which was enough to deter
several of the possible competitors. By 18.00 the wind had dropped enough to make for
excellent sailing conditions, flat water, and 10 knots of wind.
Vincent Delany was acting as OOD, and arrived at the starting line on the Marina wall
very late due to pressures of work. On arrival at the ‘Climbing lifejackets’ monument he
saw the top of a gaff at the other end of the wall. On running down he saw Annalise
Murphy steering and Cathy crewing in ‘Mollie 2’. They were close enough to shore to
commence a conversation. There were no boats being rigged in the RIYC or in the
RStGYC.
A walkover was declared and Annalise hoisted her green and red spinnaker and sailed off
into the sunset…………..

No sign of any ladies coming out to race for the Maureen Vase.
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WAG WAGS LAUNCH ANNUAL LUNCH

We WAGS (that is Wives and Girlfriends – for those of you non football fans, who may
not be aware of the abbreviation) decided we needed some cheering up after many cold,
wet and windy Wednesday nights. So what better than a nice long relaxing lunch to be held
on a Wednesday, to finish just in time for sailing. The date, time and place were set: 20th
August, 1.00pm at the RIYC.
Every boutique from Greystones to Malahide was checked out for the correct dress and
shoes. Hairdressers were booked; we WAGs have standards to maintain after all.
Jackie Kilroy did great work organising the event and encouraging the ladies to stand up
and be counted.
Drinks on the terrace were short lived due to the weather which yet again let us down. Not
wanting another bad hair day it
was back to the drawing room.
When all the stylish ladies arrived
it was off to the dining room where
the RIYC served a delicious lunch.
As for the details of all the chat
and gossip, well, the Editor of this
publication was outbid by the
editor or Hello Magazine for the
photo and editorial rights of this
occasion “ A WAGS Lunch”
attended by Wags, Wags over 100
years old, and all looking so
wonderful, what a story. Sorry
Editor,……….. better luck in
2009.
Ladies in the Wag Class lets meet
again in 2009. Hopefully, we will
have a full dining room to have
time together away from wet
oilskins and get a chance to
continue those intriguing stories
and get that race result. Gentlemen,
if you really want to know any
details, you will have to lobby your
Editor.
Wag ladies at the 2008 prize giving
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THE RETURN OF THE PRODIGAL DAUGHTER
In every walk of life there are situations where a prodigal son or daughter returns to her
rightful family. ‘Alfa’ Michael and Jenny Donohoe’s Water Wag returned to the fleet for
the classic boat regatta at Lough Derg Yacht Club for the 13th and 14th September 2008.
‘Alfa’ was involved in a serious accident at the Water Wag Worlds in 2007 and has not
been seen on the water since. Her repairs were carried out by Edwin Brennan and his father
John. She was originally built in Mahony’s Yard at Patrick Street, Dun Laoghaire.
‘Alfa’s’ crew sailed her with the success which she achieved at the beginning of the 2007
season before the accident.
She has been given various new names: ‘Harlequin’- ‘Alfa and Omega’- ‘Jekyll and
Hyde’- ‘Beef or Salmon’, ‘ twelve and foury four’. This is a result of her unique
appearance with most of the planks above water level on the starboard side having been
replaced with all
the planks are the
original mature
brown similar to
other Mahony built
boats.
William Prentice
was ‘put in charge’
of rustling up
entries for the third
Classic boat event
which, (for various
reasons,) was not
well supported by
Wags in 2007. He
succeeded with his
undertaking and
achieved 17 entries
from the Dun
Laoghaire.
Due to her late
Arrival back in
Ireland from a
cruise to Greece
with the Captain of
the Wags, and Gail
Varian decided to
merge the crews of
‘Polly’ and ‘Eros’
with the effect that
‘Eros’ the
centenarian did not
travel to Dromineer.
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Race number 1 took place on Saturday morning at 11.00. OOD John Lefroy opted for an
inner triangular course for the smaller boats. The Water Wags started after the white yacht
fleet of Colleen Bawn (Dublin Bay Colleen), white Howth Seventeen and white Lough
Erne Fairy. The wind was light and this starting position gave us relatively clear air.
On the first beat the fleet split into two groups. Those at the committee boat end of the line,
such as 24, 16, and 12. initially had a good breeze while those at the leeward end, such as
3, 41, 42 and 38, were sailing ten degrees lower. ‘Gavotte’ lead the windward group and
did very well to keep a cool head and round the first mark first ahead of 3, and 12 and 38.
The four lead boats were all very close over the entire off-wind legs, and pulled about
400m clear of the rest of the fleet. On the off-wind legs 38 sailed well and pulled up into
second place. John Lefroy and his crew took pity on the fleet and shortened the course by
moving ‘Phoenix’ to a new position 200m to windward of the leeward mark. The first three
Wags finished within three boat lengths.
The results were:
Gavotte, Swift, Pansy, Alfa, Mollie 2, Tortoise, Marie Louise, Penelope, Coquette, Anne
11, Shindilla, Polly, Good Hope, Nandor, and Mary Kate.
Due to the fist race being so long, Race 2 was held at 2.30 after a liquid lunch.
The course was similar to race 1.
The results were:
Mollie 2, Pansy, Alfa, Polly, Gavotte, Swift, Tortoise, Anne 11, Coquette Penelope,
Nandor, Marie Louise, Shindilla, Good Hope, and Mary Kate.
As soon as race 2 finished the committee designated the course for race 3 which consisted
of a start off Kilteelagh, running down through the Urra Sound, around the Corrikeens, to a
laid windward mark and thence into St. David’s and finishing with a beat to Dromineer
Castle and the traditional finish line between Phoenix and the Goose Island.
It was a running start with spinnakers, and Peter Wilson and Edwin Crinion handled the
run magnificently avoiding being blanketed by the spinnakers of the boats astern. The fleet
again split into two groups with ‘Marie Louise’ and ‘Pansy’ taking the windward route
with ‘Gavotte’ lead the leeward group. On rounding the red navigation stake at the south
end of the Urra sound ‘Marie Louise’ had a 2 boat length lead over ‘Pansy’ and ‘Gavotte’
two boat lengths astern. Spinnakers were dropped as the first two boats sailed the rhumb
line and fell into the wind shadow of the island only to let Gavotte pull through to leeward.
The leading two were chased by ‘Tortoise’ and ‘Swift’ who did well on the final beat to
the finishing line.
The results were:
Gavotte sailed by Alfie Guy, Pansy, Tortoise, Swift, Alfa, Mollie, Coquette, Marie Louise,
Anne 2, Shindilla, Polly, Mary Kate, Nandor, and Good Hope.
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Dinner was held in the clubhouse who fed 240 classic yachtsmen. Wags enjoyed the good
company, and the older ones went to bed at 00.30 while the younger ones stayed longer.
It is reputed that the Fitzpatrick boys were led astray by some attractive girls from Dublin
in one of the Waterside Cottages.
On Sunday morning it was raining as forecast. First race was a triangle course with two
laps finishing inside the goose island.
Results were:
Swift, Gavotte, Mollie, Pansy, Alfa, Tortoise, Coquette, Polly, Good Hope, Marie Louise,
Shindilla, and Nandor.
After lunch the final race followed the same format but with only one lap or a triangular
course before chasing the cats paws off Dromineer Harbour.
The results were:
Swift, Pansy Mollie 2, Tortoise with William sailing single handed due to an issue of one
race in the rain being enough, Gavotte experiencing a late start due either to a long lunch or
an issue with finding a crew prepared to face the rain. Alfa, Marie Louise, Anne 2,
Shindilla Coquette, Good Hope and Nandor.
At the prize giving, The Commodore of Lough Derg Yacht Club Jack Bayly, thanked the
visitors for bring such a varied collection of classic craft, Howth Seventeen, Lough Erne
Fairy, Dublin Bay Colleen and Scandinavian Folkboat, Dutch Barge Geertie, SODS,
Mermaids, IDRA 14s, Water Wags, International Twelves and others. He noted the
generosity of Waterways Ireland with their sponsorship, and the skill of Reggie Goodbody
from Erry , Ballycommon who made half models of all the prize winning boats.
The winners of the Sheelah Armstrong Tankards were:
Frank and Alfie Guy and ‘Gavotte’.
Cathy and Con Murphy in ‘Mollie 2’.
Vincent Delany and Noelle Breen in ‘Pansy’.
Guy and Jackie Kilroy in ‘Swift’.
William and Linda Prentice in ‘Tortoise’.
In Division 2 the popular winner was Philip Mahony and Geoff Davys in ‘Shindilla’. while
her sistership ‘Shindilla’ formerly owned by the Bowring family in Dun Laoghaire sailed
in the display class.
Second was Goood Hope
Third prize was won by the worthy young, Hanna Kilroy, Sabrina Mahony and others in
‘Mary Kate’.
Despite the damp weather on Sunday, it was an enjoyable opportunity to show off the
Water Wags.
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Quotes heard from a competitor sailing in boats without a jib included:
“ The wags seem to get up wind much quicker than I would have expected”.
Quotes heard from a spectator included:
“Imagine that Wag is almost a hundred years older than the one moored beside it, and jet
they still race against each other ”.
Quotes heard from a spectator who was too big to sail the boat he had just built which was
the same length, breath, weight and sail area as an Optimist, but with a pointed bow
included:
“I think the next project I will take on will be building a Wag. Where can I get plans. I
know a supplier who can get planks long enough. The planks on a SOD are 22’-0” long
and nobody wants to supply planks that long.”
Watch this space, we could have a second Water Wag in Co. Wexford………………
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CANDLELIGHT RACE
Traditionally there was a sailing supper for the Wags on the Wednesday after the last race
of the year. Frank Guy thought that this tradition missed out on an opportunity to race
before supper. With an early sundown it was suggested that candles be used as
navigational lights.
In 2008 the Water Wags were brought to Dromineer and some boats were packed up for
the winter after their visit to fresh water.
Early in the year there was a suggestion of twinning between Division One helmsmen and
Division Two Wags. This suggestion never grew legs and no formula was established as to
how it should be acted upon. A suggestion was made to Geoff Sarratt, Captain of the
Wags, so he announced that the race on 22nd. September would be for boats with Division
2 helmsmen and division 1 crews.
The evening of 22nd. September was one of the best of the year with a north east breeze of
8 knots and sunshine. The competitors were:
Miranda Hackett and Gail Varian sailed in ‘Marcia’.
Niall Smyth and Chris Connelly sailed in ‘Penelope’.
Rupert Westrup and Vincent Delany sailed in ‘Pansy’.
Geoff acted as OOD stationed on the east Marina Breakwater. The start line was between
the Wag Flagstaff and the red marina entrance buoy. The buoy end was the favoured end
of the start line and Penelope was in perfect position and on time. Abeam was Pansy and
Marcia all travelling at the same speed. It was fascinating to compare the boats ability to
climb or to pull ahead. At first Penelope went high, then Pansy followed suit. Then both
started to fall down on Marcia. When Marcia got a hint of dirty air she tacked to the middle
of the harbour where she found stronger wind coming in through the harbour mouth.
Eventually Pansy tacked away as Penelope started to pull ahead. When they met again
Pansy was on starboard so Marcia had to dip her stern while on the lay line for the
windward mark close to the Anemometer. Marcia reached to mark first quickly followed
by Pansy. Penelope had run into lighter wind near the moored boats on the east bight and
rounded the windward mark three boat-lengths behind. On the beam reach spinnakers were
not flown, so the boats remained in line astern.
After the gybe mark Pansy was quick with the spinnaker hoist and soon blanketed Marcia.
She was able to pass to windward. As the three boats remained in close contact, a loud
sound signal came from the OOD on shore. The competitors were confused. A single
sound signal without a shortened course flag? This was not a recognisable signal. What
should we do? Finish racing as we passed through the start finish line? Shout to the OOD
looking for advice?
Rupert opted for the safe option of ‘Keep on racing’. Having rounded the leeward mark,
the wind had changed to the north and it was possible to fetch the windward mark with out
tacking. The three boats remained in the same order of Pansy, Marcia, Penelope. They
remained in this order to the finish line, at which time it was already becoming dark.
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After the race Geoff admitted that he had left his station, to take a stroll along the
breakwater, while another stroller on the breakwater with his girlfriend saw the unmanned
flagpole and horn and decided to activate the horn and see what would happen. They got a
surprise that it was so loud and ran away laughing!
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EXTRACT FROM DIXON KEMP’S YACHTING DICTIONARY
ANCHOR: For small open boats the anchor should be 1lb. for every foot of length up to
20’-0”.
BITTER END: The end of a cable left abaft the bitts after the turns have been taken.
Sometimes the anchor is shackled to the ‘Bitter End’ when the used end has become much
worn. The extreme end of a rope.
ABAFT: A relative term used to denote the situation of an object or point that is astern of
another, and begins from they stem head, or from the fore part of any spar or other object;
generally the term means towards the stern or in the direction of the stern.
BITTS: Stout pieces of timber fitted in the deck to receive the bowsprit; also stout pieces
of timber fitted in the deck by the side of the mast, to which the halyards are usually
belayed.
BELAY: To make fast a rope or fall of a tackle. In hauling upon a rope the signal to cease
is usually, “Belay!” or “Belay there!”, “ Belay there”, “Belay that!” or “Avast hauling!
Belay!” To belay the mainsheet in small boats where the sheet travels on a horse through a
block. The block will travel on the horse by a thimble eye strop; the sheet will be spliced to
the clew cringle in the sail and rove through the block. Bring the fall of the sheet down to
the pin under the stern seat, round which pin take a single turn: then take a bight and jam it
between the sheet and the seat, and a slight pull will release the sheet.
CRINGLE: A metal thimble worked into the corners and leeches of sails.
HORSE: A bar of iron or wood, or a rope for some part of a vessel’s rigging to travel upon,
such as the mainsheet.
TACKLE: An arrangement of ropes and pulleys for increasing power; a purchase.
(pronounced ‘tay-kel’ by sailors.)
SHACKLE: A U-shaped crook with an eye in each end, through which a screw bolt is
passed. Variously used, they are often preferred to hooks. There is a shackle at every
fifteen fathoms of cable, so that by unshackling it the cable can be divided into many parts.
Useful if the cable has to be slipped.
SLIP: To let go, as to slip the cable.
FATHOM: A sea measure of six feet. To fathom a thing is to arrive at the bottom of it, to
understand it.
TURN: A circle made by a rope around a pin, &c. “Turn O!” is an order to belay. To catch
a turn is to put the fall of a tackle or part of any rope around a belaying pin, stanchion &c.
APOSTLES: Seaman’s slang for knightheads, bollards etc. for belaying warps to. They
formerly had carved heads to represent the upper part of the human body.
BACKING: timber fitted at the back of other timbers.
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FUTTOCKS: the timbers which abut above the floors are called first, second, and third
futtocks. This should be properly written foothooks.
GUNWALE: In small boats the timber which fits over the timber heads, and is fastened to
the top strake.
STRAKE: A length of plank of any breath.
BALANCE LUG: A lug sail with a boom and yard. About one twelfth of the sail is on the
fore side of the mast, and thus ‘balances’ on the mast requiring no dipping when going
about. Apparently adapted from the Chinese lug sail.
BEEF: Manual strength; generally the weight of the men hauling on a rope. “more beef
here” is a request for help when hauling. Probably the term originated with the casks of
beef used for food on shipboard.
BERTH: A place to sleep in; a cabin. Employment.
SPINNAKER: A jib headed sail reaching from the topmast head to the deck, first
introduced in yacht racing in the Royal London match June 5, 1865, by Mr. William
Gordon in the Niobe, and hence for some time termed a “Ni-obe”. The term ‘spinnaker’
appears to have been applied to it as a kind of nickname, without “rhyme or reason”. In
1866 Mr. Herbert Maudslay had a similar sail made for his yacht Sphynx, and it was first
used in a match of the Royal Victoria Yacht Club, at Ryde. The men called the yacht
Spinks and hence the Itchen Ferry men nicknamed the sail a ‘spinker’, as the year before
they called it a “Ni-obe”. From spinker came spinniker, or as it is now written spinnaker.
WAG: A slang term for a Water Wag, namely, the smallest type of Kingstown boat.

Is there a name for a mast ring which holds the spinnaker pole?
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TO SET A MAINSAIL.
(as described in Dixon Kemp’s ‘Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing and Architecture of
1913.)
Take the coats off.
Hook on the peak halyards, and mouse the hooks. Overhaul the main sheet.
Top* the boom up two or three feet clear of the crutch, taking care that the crutch is not
lifted out of the sockets and dropped overboard; haul the mainsheet taut, and belay.
Cast off the tyers, leaving one as a “bunt gasket” amidships at present to keep the sail from
blowing out. See that the purchases have been well overhauled (fleeted) and that the peak
downhaul and the topsail sheet are rove. Man the peak halyards, cast off the bunt tyer, and
hoist the gaff end between the topping lifts, guiding it with the peak line. When the gaff
shows above the lifts, hoist away on the throat halyards, and let the sail go up with the gaff
as nearly as possible at right angles to the mast. If the sail is peaked before the throat is up
(i.e. if the peak of the sail goes up faster then the throat), it will be hard work getting the
throat up, if it can be got up at all without the purchase. Get the throat as high as possible
with the halyards and belay. Leave the peak for the present, and pull the sail out on the foot
with the outhaul. Purchase up the throat as high as required, and set the peak up, using the
peak purchase until the sail begins to girt the throat. In the old days, before wire halyards
were used, a few girts here did not matter, as the peak was sure to settle down a good deal.
With wire halyards, however, the sail should only be very slightly girted under the throat,
or it will be overpeaked and gradually stretch the sail until it has more peak than desirable.
If this occurs the mainsail will not only be a bad one, but the topsails will be too big for the
place they are intended to fill. Sometimes in small yachts, after the throat is set up handtaut, the peak is got as high as it can be without the purchase. The sail is then set up by the
throat purchase, “peak and all” going up bodily.
In nearly all modern yachts the foot of the sail is laced to the boom, the tack is lashed
down to the gooseneck, and the throat purchase brings the luff of the sail taut. When the
sail is not laced, the tack-tackle is hooked on after the throat and peak are up, and the luff
of the sail is brought taut by this tack-tackle. A sail is seen to the best advantage when
laced to the boom; but it is possible when cruising, the skipper may want the tack triced up,
for which purpose the tricing line will be hooked on to one of the mast hoops near the
throat, and to the tack cringle of the sail. Formerly, in setting a sail, the skipper liked to see
the luff rope “like a bar of iron.” This principle, however, is certainly not in accordance
with the present practice.
The modern sail has generally a wire luff rope. This, in conjunction with wire throat
halyards, is apt to make things “too taut” if set up like a “bar of iron,” and the experienced
skipper has frequently been heard to order the throat purchase to be “eased a bit” to give
the sails” a little life.” In America a slack luff is generally preferred, especially on a light
day, and is , therefore quite the fashion for Americans to be very easy on their “throats”
when setting canvas.
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When the sail is set, coil away the halyards and purchase falls, and , if not previously done,
make the tyers up in neat bunches, and fold the sail coats ready for stowing away in the sail
room.
It is the practice to have always one reef earnig rove, and if the weather looks at all
threatening a second one should be rove. The first earing should be fast around the boom,
then if the outhaul should burst, or the clew of the sail tear out, the sail will not fly in along
the boom nor get adrift. In anticipation of such accidents a common plan is to pass a tyer
through the clew cringle and round the boom , three or four times.
If whilst sailing the peak should settle down so much as to require setting up, the best time
to choose for doing so will be when the vessel is head to wind in stays. The weight of the
boom should be taken by the weather topping lift before using the peak purchase.
*It is the practice in racing vessels, if the wind is not very strong, to unhook from the boom
what is to be the lee topping lift whilst hoisting, so that the mainsail will not girt across it,
and cause a delay.

Guy, Jackie and Dean Kilroy in ‘Swift’ awaiting delivery of a newsletter giving
instructions on the correct method of hoisting a mainsail.
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MAINSAIL HORSE.
Described in Dixon Kemp’s ‘Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing and Architecture of 1913
A bar of iron or wood, or a rope for some part of a yachts rigging to travel upon, such as
the mainsheet.
However in the Water Wag the mainsheet horse is made of rope and passed through holes
in the two knees at each end of the transom.
A tuning device it is often overlooked by Wags wishing to make their boats go faster in
club racing.
Light airs: A Water Wag needs to be sailed with an open leech. One way of opening the
leech is to ease the kicking strap and the mainsheet and to tighten the horse. This should
keep the horse block at the outboard ends of the horse.
Medium airs: A Water Wag needs to be sailed with a tighter leech once maximum boat
speed has been achieved. One way of setting the leech is to ignore the kicking strap and to
ease the horse. This should keep the horse block about 100mm to 150mm from the
outboard ends of the horse.
Heavy airs: A Water Wag needs to be sailed with an open leech to reduce heeling. This can
be achieved by tightening horse and the kicking strap and main sheet once top speed has
been achieved. This should keep the horse block at the outboard ends of the horse.
Some people fix the mainsheet block to the horse. With this system it is very easy to close
the leech too much and stop the boat.

Water Wags 3, 31, 41, 38, and 08 sailing in the Simon Nolan downhill race. compare
the mainsheet horse settings.
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SPECIFICATION
(Revised 16th. March 1910.)
(March 1961 amendments shown in green)
(March 1971 amendments shown in red.)
(March 1983 amendments shown in blue.)
The Club Boats which shall be known by the distinctive name “Water Wags” to be onedesign, open, centreboard boats, of the following dimensions:Dimensions: length of boat overall at level of gunwale 14 feet 3 inches and beam 5 feet 3
inches, measured over outsides of top strakes at gunwale.
Keel and Inbreast: Keel of American elm 1 ½ inches deep and 3 inches wide in centre
tapering fore and aft to meet stem and stern posts. Inbreast also of elm 5 inches wide and ½
inches thick, moulded to meet garboard strakes, and secured to keel with brass screws not
further than 6 inches apart.
Utile can be used in place of Elm.
American Elm, oak native or American or Mahogany.
Stem apron and Stern Post. Stem and stern posts of oak, moulded depths outside of hoods 1
¾ inches. ¼ inch hole to be drilled in stem head to take shackle for foresail tack. Oak may
be native or American. Oak native or American, lamination optional.
Timbers. Timbers of American elm ¾ inch by 7/16 inch, spaced 7 inches centre to centre
with two roved nails between each timber. Edges of timbers to be rounded only sufficient
to avoid sharp arris as shown on drawing. Oak may be native or American. American Elm,
or Oak native or American.
Planking and Topstrake. Planking of yellow pine 3/8 inch thick (finished thickness) 12
planks on each side, including garboard and top strakes. Planks to be laid in clincher
fashion and to overlap at least ¾ inch with their full thickness. No plank to exceed 4 ¼
inches in width measured from land to land. Outside lands must not be thinned down,
except within 15 inches of transom and hood ends; but an arris not exceeding 1/8 inch may
be taken off as shown on drawing. May be silver spruce in place of yellow pine. Silver
spruce or sitka spruce.
Top strake. Teak 3/8 inch thick grooved for gold line. Utile can be used in place of Teak.
Teak or Mahogany.
Transom. Teak 7/8 inch thick. Utile can be used in place of Teak. Teak or Mahogany.
Stringer. American Elm 1 inch by ¾ inch. Oak may be used, native or American. American
elm or Oak native or American.
Thwarts: Teak 7 inches by ¾ inch securely fixed with double knees of oak sided ¾ inch.
Utile can be used in place of Teak. Teak or Mahogany.
Backboard: Teak 5/8 inch (Optional.)
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Stern Seat. Teak 11 inches by ¾ inch thick securely fixed with single knees of oak sided ¾
inch. Utile can be used in place of Teak. Teak or Mahogany.
Centreboard case. Teak 11 ¾ inch thick, fitted as shown on drawing and made perfectly
water tight with strip of flannel soaked in varnish. To be neatly capped with teak 3/8 inch
thick. Four holes to be drilled round each mast hole and fitted with set of four galvanized
pins for halliards etc. Utile can be used in place of Teak. Teak or Mahogany.
Gunwale: American
Side seats: Two side seats of teak 9 inches by 7/8 inch fitted to shape of boat, between the
knees on after thwarts and stern seat, secured with screws so as to be removable.(optional).
Mast Piece. Teak 7 inches by 7/8 inch with two holes to take mast. Four holes to be drilled
round each mast hole and fitted with set of four galvanized pins for halliards. Utile can be
used in place of Teak. Teak or Mahogany.
Gunwale: American elm 1 ¾ inches wide by 1 ½ inches deep at center of boat. To be
reduced uniformly in width towards the ends of boat and to be rebated for top strake. Oak
or ash may be used. American elm or oak native or American.
Bilge Pieces: American elm 5 feet by ¾ inch by ½ inch deep, one on each side fixed
amidships on the lands which come in contact with the ground when boat is listed. To be
evenly tapered in length to each end. Oak may be used, native or American. American elm
or oak native or American.
Mast step. Oak. Oak may be native or American. Oak native or American.
Rudder: Teak, of shape and size shewn on drawing, and fitted with gun metal pintles and
straps, and to have strip of elm not less than 3/8 inch wide in any part nailed onto bottom
and after edges. The strap at bottom of the rudder to be at least 12 inches long. Utile can be
used in place of Teak. Teak or mahogany.
Tiller: to be made to fit either into or over rudder head at owners option.
Keelband. Brass or gunmetal not more than 1/4 inch or less than 3/16 inch thick, securely
fixed, and to extend the full length and width of the keel. Must not be in more than four
pieces.
Stem band. Brass copper or gunmetal in one piece full width of stem post and to extend
from termination of keel band over stem head.
Breast Hook: Oak securely fixed. (Native or American Oak.) Oak native or American or
mahogany (Lamination optional).
Transom Knees: Oak securely fixed and each drilled with ¾ inch hole to take main sheet
horse rope. (Lamination optional.) Oak native or American or mahogany (Lamination
optional).
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Centreboard: Galvanised steel ¼ inch thick of shape and size shewn on drawing, and to be
fitted with lugs and tackle for lifting as shewn on drawing. Edges not to be beveled or
sharpened.
Flooring boards and platforms: Yellow pine 3/8inch thick. To extend from bow to stern
seat. Timber optional including plywood.
Oars: One pair of oars 9 feet long properly leathered and not less than 2 ¼ inch diameter at
the leather unless they are of ash when they will be 1 7/8 inch diameter. Also one pair
galvanised iron spurs to be provided. Timber optional. Length not less than 8 feet.).
Mast: 2 ¾ inches diameter tapered to 2 ¼ inch leathered where passing through mast piece
and shouldered at heat to take shrouds, and foresail and spinnaker halliard blocks, to fit
inside boat and not to exceed 12 feet from top of mast piece to pin of halliard sheave. To
be provided with spider band with goose neck for boom and (optional) two cleats. Deal.
Lamination optional.
Boom: 2 1/8 inches diameter at centre tapered to each end, to be 12 feet 5 inches from back
of mast to pin of outhaul sheave and to be fitted with neat galvanised iron hook traveller 3
inches diameter. Deal.
Yard: Not to exceed 11 feet 9 inches long between lacing holes 1 7/8 inch in diameter at
centre, tapering to 1 ¼ inches at end, and fitted with neat brass jaws properly leathered.
Deal.
Spinnaker Boom: 9 feet 6 inches from mast to extreme end, and 1 1/2 inches diameter,
fitted with neat wooden jaws. Hole drilled 2 inches from outer end. Length to be 8 foot .
Deal.
Chain Plates. Gunmetal two pairs to be fixed, one for each position of mast.
General fittings;











Six wooden cleats securely fixed, and to be placed where directed.
Ring bolts fore and aft.
Four spur holes in gunwales and one in transom.
Two strong galvanised screw eyes fitted one in each mast step for tack purchase.
Dimensions given are the finished size of timber.
All nails to be rooved where possible.
Boats to be built in strict accordance with the Club drawing and this specification.
Moulds to be set up vertical and level along keel or inbreast
No additional moulds to be used.
Moulds must not be removed until all the planking is completed, and at least two
timbers are fastened between each pair of moulds.
 All materials and workmanship to be of the best of their respective kinds.
 Boats to receive two coats white lead paint outside under the water line, and one
coat approved white enamel.
 Three coats of varnish on topsides, inside seats spars etc.
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Boat complete with everything mentioned above to be supplied by the builder, and he may
not provide any extras whatsoever. It is optional for owners to have only one position for
mast in which case the two holes in mast piece, the extra pair of chain plates, etc. need not
be provided.
Subsequent amendments:
AGM 23 March 1987: Boom: lamination optional.
AGM 12 February 1990: Gaff: lamination optional. Planking: Yellow pine permitted.
SGM 31 August 1994: Planking: Quebec white pine (pinus strobus) permitted.
AGM 10 March 1997: Centreboard: Amendment to lifting gear and tapering of edges for
12mm permitted and galvanising made optional.
AGM 12 March 2001: Sails: windows permitted in position specified by the Committee.
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‘MADELAINE’
I was quite surprised when Christy Massey, head barman in the George showed me a
picture of a Water Wag one Wednesday evening during the summer. It was a black and
white picture of number 7, ‘Bluebird’, and we were advised that the picture was taken in
about 1929. The picture had been given to him by a member.
On looking at the picture there
were a lot of interesting features to
be noted.
1) The sails were cotton sails,
with a vertical seam
alignment. I believe that
this cut was replaced some
time later with the ‘Mitre’
cut with the main seam
running from the clew of
the lib and mainsail to
absorb the stress lines of
the sail.
2) The spinnaker pole is of
the original length of 10’0” and can be seen behind
the helmsman’s shoulder.
3) The
burgee
looks
distinctive.
She was built by John Gray in
1911 for G.E. Nesbitt and flew a
black burgee with a white circle.
He sailed her up until the war in
1914. When sailing resumed in 1919 he kept her for one season and then sold her.
Dr. G.P. Meldon bought her in late 1919 and renamed her ‘Bluebird’. He sailed under a
white burgee with a green star. He remained in ownership until 1942. in 1928 he won the
Buckingham cup outright.
If you look at the picture again it is clearly evident that the burgee is the one which was
abandoned in 1919, so the picture must have been taken before 1919.
A. J. (Jimmy) Mooney bought her in 1943 and raced her until 1945. Jimmy was a formed
president of the Irish Dinghy Racing Association, and a prominent dentist with rooms in
Fitzwilliam street. He used a Blue burgee with a red square.
In 1946 she was bought by A.(Tony) P.P. Meldon son of her earlier owner and V.E.
(Valentine) Kirwan who kept her for two years. The white burgee with a green star was
hoisted again.
In 1948 Valentine Kirwan the Solicitor retired and Erroll McNally took a share in the boat.
In 1949 D.J. Smyth and N.P.B. Smyth bought her and flew a white burgee with a black
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star. She was not listed for racing in 1950, 1951 or 1952. In 1953 she was bought by C.G.
Corr and flew a green shamrock on a white background. She was not listed for racing in
1954, 1955 or 1956. Dr. A.P. (Art) Barry and P.D. (Paddy) Fitzgerald took her over in
1958 and flew a blue burgee with white spots. They raced in 1959, 1960 and 1961. S.
Corcoran (Father of Mary Cox of Badger) bought her in 1962 and she was in use till 1966.
After that time she is no longer listed as being a club boat.
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THE BUILDING OF ‘FREDDIE’.
In 2007, we discovered we could see daylight between Jacqueline’s planks, and that we
had to decide to either do a major refurbishment, or get a new boat. While the idea of
having a fully restored 1930s boat was tempting, there was no guarantee that the
performance of the boat would be hugely improved, and it was difficult to get an accurate
cost for the refurbishment. The Water Wags kindly agreed to purchase Jacqueline for
what we had paid for it.
The next decision was to pick a builder. John Jones of Classic Boats had built three boats
which performed well. We considered getting a yard in the Schlei (near Kiel) who have
wonderful skills, to build the boat but the logistics of measurement and as a result, the risk
of getting something which was almost, but not quite, a Wag, was unjustifiable. We
already had new spars so that saved a little on our costs.
Whatever you might say about our Welsh neighbours, they are punctual. We handled all
the planning discussions by phone and e-mail , told Andy at Classic Boats when we needed
our boat and it was ready. William Prentice kindly supplied a list of fittings we would
need, pointed out places where we had options with pros and cons, and lent us his trailer.
We went off on the ferry, and overnighted near the boatyard, which is only about 30
minutes from Holyhead. The next morning we located the yard, and got our first look at a
positively sparkling Freddie.
There’s a new boat feeling which is hard to beat, and it made writing the cheque much
easier. Within a few hours John Jones had all the fittings on and had made a tiller
extension. He had even fabricated two stainless steel plates for the jib fairleads and cleats.
In the excitement of finishing the new toy, we didn’t miss the oars till we got home, but
they followed by mail a few weeks later. Our cover from Mouse Sails followed afterwards.
We got a launching trolley and trailer from John Woods and he was an absolute pleasure to
deal with. Philip Watson provided the sails and we were out racing 2 weeks after delivery.
We are assuring ourselves that we are going to sail this boat for 25 years or more, God
willing, and that makes the cost for a 13 foot boat seem reasonable!
The racing was really interesting and great fun. At first we were still admiring the wag
fleet in front of us, but that gradually changed. We got lots of helpful tips about adjusting
the rig, which controls mattered and which didn’t, along with essential suggestions for
each point of sailing. The operation, direction and tactics might not always have been right,
but Freddie has plenty of boatspeed , and you can’t have too much of that.
We had three helms. Bairbre has the most racing experience and got us our only win of the
season (with help from the handicapper!). My daughter Roisin sailed very well,
particularly when she ignored the constant stream of paternal advice. Her starts raised a
few eyebrows and we were over the line so early at the Captains prize, we were out of
earshot by the time of the gun. A stony silence resulted at the finish. When I helmed I
was aiming at mid fleet respectability and we occasionally achieved that. The crew’s
duties were livened up by the usual spinnaker knots and tangles. We adopted a novel
approach to reefing which led to a scarily high centre of effort, and our only retirement of
the season, but we will get it right next time.
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Would we change anything? Not a lot, the boat is super, sails like a bird and has all the
spirit of the lady she is named for. We should have got a longer mast step to rake the mast
a little more, but we can lengthen that over the winter.
A breathable cover might have
been a better choice than a PVC one, perhaps. We should lose the seats to save weight,
but we like our creature comforts.
A little maintenance to do yet, but we are looking
forward to 2009.
A sincere thanks to all our fellow wags, your generous advice, suggestions and support all
through this project and our first season with Freddie have made for a hugely enjoyable
experience.
Dr. David Corcoran
Editors Note: Freddie was the name of Bairbre and David’s mother, which follows the long
tradition of boats with female names.

Conetta and Cathy
received their Water
Wag prizes in
February 2008

Seymourina at the
prize giving in 2008.
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RECENT CORRESPONDENCE WITH OUR HONORARY SECRETARY
__________________________________________________________________
From: Voljc, Igor
Sent: 22 August 2007
Dear Sir,
I received your contact details from Joey Kelly (via classicsailireland) after a long and
futile search for the Water Wag boat building plan. I have this dream of building the boat
myself and sail in it with my family. I was also unable to contact the water wag association
with my inquiry, tried at Royal Irish Sailing Club and others and received no reply from
any of them.
Anyway, I would appreciate if you could help me find a building plan for this boat, I am of
course willing to pay for it, if it is available that is. I hope there is no restriction on the
distribution of the plan.
Many thanks.
Best regards,
Igor Voljc
___________________________________________________________________
From: cthom249@tpg.com.au
Sent: 14 August 2006
To: Brian McBride
Subject: Water Wag pics
I am writing a book on dinghy history and design. I've got enough information about the
Water Wag, but I would love to be able to get some photographs of the class as well. Since
I'm in Sydney there's not much chance of getting pics of local Water Wags! Would the
Water Wag club have any photographs that could be scanned and sent to me? Vintage pics
would be particularly appreciated. I'm self- publishing so I'm afraid all I can give in return
is credit, thanks and publicity.
Thanks for any help
Chris Thompson

User name was: Robert
User message was: Saw history on wags. My grand father Mr John Gray I believe built the
Phyllis at No2 Crofton Ave. I am not sure but I think she was the first one built in Dun
Laoghaire, or the first one he built. Hope this is of interest to you.
User email provided bob_gray4@msn.com
From: Bob Gray [mailto:bob_gray4@msn.com]
Sent: 04 November 2008
To: Brian McBride
Subject: RE: Your grandfather & Wags
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Hi Brian,
I only know that my Grandfather built a model of this wag which was given to his son
John. John worked for WD and HO Wills Dublin and was an international hockey player
for Ireland in the 1930s. This model was then given to his son Ian. I do not know where Ian
is living now. I am living in England now and have now for many years so am way out of
touch now.
Kind regards
Bob
_________________________________________________________________________
_______
In 1978 while I was in marine carpentry school several of us decided to build fibreglass
versions of the Water Wag. We used some sketches from a book that I can no longer find.
I did complete the hull before graduating and then abandoned it. I have recently rescued
the hull from the bushes and am finishing it up. Unfortunately I don't really know how to
rig it. can anyone point me in the direction of more info. Incidentally in 1980 my 13 year
old son and I bicycled around Ireland and stopped in Dun Laoghaire to see the wags. We
were fortunate to meet up with Seymour Cresswell who took us to see a lovely elderly
lady, an avid Water Wag racer, who had one of the original double enders in her garage. I
can't remember here name but my recollection is that she was the master of the "accidental
bump." Could anyone supply her name. Thank you in advance for any info you can
provide.
Dan McKillop , 3307 SW Seola Lane , Seattle, Washington 98146 , USA
_________________________________________________________________________
_________
From: brian mahony [mailto:bcwmahony@yahoo.com]
Sent: 16 March 2005 02:19
To: info@waterwag.org
Subject: Wags built by Michael Mahony
Hello, My name is Brian Mahony and I'm a great grandson of Michael Mahony. Michael
as you likely well know was one of the last local Dun Laoghaire builders of the Water
Wags. My Grandfather Christy Mahony would have worked on and maintained many of
the boats, unfortunately on his death the family boatyard was sold and so Mahony's
involvement in Dun Laoghaire boat building and sailing ended. I well remember the boat
yard where as a young lad spend many a day and who knows maybe even helped my
grandfather sand the bottom of one of the remaining wags during a winter work over.
I now live in Los Angeles and it is only since moving here in 1990 that I finally got the
chance to learn to sail. Needless to say from the moment I took the tiller in my hand I was
hooked.
We are very fortunate here in California that we can sail indeed race year round. Our
opening regatta was a month ago here in Long Beach during which we had weather more
reminiscent of winter in Dublin than California. I have been fortunate to race with some
exceptionally talented people in classes including; J35, Star, Schock 35, J105, Etchells, and
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various handicap boats from 25 - 70'. I have to believe that the ancient love of sailboats has
passed from my grandfather and great grandfather to me.
My sister is the only other member of my family who ever took an interest in sailing. She
sails regularly in Dunlaoghaire mostly out of the Dunlaoghaire Motor Yacht Club on the
west pier.
Although I have had the opportunity to race on many a winning boat, the holy grail for me
would be to win the "Christy Mahony" trophy of the DBSC dragon class, a trophy named
in honor of my grandfather. My other dearest wish in sailing is to some day own one of the
remaining "Water Wags" built by my great grandfather. I have only just found your class
website and have to admit I'm astonished and very pleased to see that there are still 6 boats
still afloat.
I have no idea how or when an opportunity would arise in which I could secure one of the
six boats, but some day I would dearly like to bring a boat back into the family and try to
get some of my other family members involved in the sport on a vessel build by there
ancestors.
I would like to ask for some help and guidance on how I might eventually secure one of the
remaining Michael Mahony Wags. If you can give me any suggestions I would be very
very grateful. If practical, perhaps you could pa! ss a copy of this message on to the owners
of Wags numbers 12, 16, 19, 20, 21 & 22. I have attached 2 photos, one is a start of our
recent "Mid Winters Regatta" I trimmed main on boat # 2 - we went on to win the event.
The other is yours-truly helming a J105 in a coastal race last fall – another winner !! I look
forward to hearing back from you or any owner of a Michael Mahony Wag.
Very best regards
Brian Mahony
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‘IT AIN’T EVER OVER TILL THE FAT LADY SINGS’
or
A view from the back at the front
The ever patient Jeff Davys, Shindilla’s crew, is forever hearing his skipper utter the
immortal words “it ain’t ever over till the fat lady sings”. In other words Shindilla sails on
a tide of optimism on the principal that no yacht race is ever over till the end. There is
always the hope that various evils such as plague, pestilence or tempests at worst, or holes
in the wind, foul tides, hitting marks or committing other infringements at best, will strike
the boats ahead of us and that somehow or other Shindilla will forge a path to victory
ahead of them.
Well maybe the fat lady was around on Wednesday 20th August – a handicap race with a
forecast of light airs from the south going south westerly and then westerly later in the
evening.
Bang (or hoot?). The gun goes and Shindilla is on the line on time and heading nicely for
the weather mark which she rounds first. Now this is scary stuff for her optically
challenged skipper who is more used to having most of the fleet act as pathfinder for him.
But this time it’s all different. Panic sets in and the challenge is to try and locate those new
fangled little marks which, to this day, we are convinced the class captain purchased in a
Lidl Thursday morning sale.
A look behind us and we see that a number of others have now rounded the weather mark
with the blue and yellow spinnaker of Marcia leading the charge. A further look a few
minutes later is enough to confirm that Marcia, with Miranda at the helm, is travelling very
very fast. So much so that it is not long before she saunters past us, tips neatly around the
gybe mark and figuratively disappears over the horizon.
By the end of round one we are still second but a few tactical errors on the next beat leave
us rounding the weather mark in fifth, a position we manage to hold until the gybe mark.
Meanwhile the wind is dying and the fleet is bunching up. Miranda at this stage is in a race
on her own. Coquette is ahead of us as are Cathy and Julie with Brian and Stuart, our
perennial dreaded rivals in Nandor, sniffing at our transom. Denis Woods is also lurking
nearby. The division one hot shots aren’t too far away either
Around the gybe mark with a short dog leg to the leeward mark and at this stage the wind
has virtually gone. Tension is running high on Shindilla when suddenly to our complete
and utter rapture we hear the shortened course signal and see that Tom has set a finishing
line just a short way up the beat.
We round the leeward mark. Then the doubts set in. Can we manage to hold our fifth
position? Will we fall back to our more normal position in the back half of the fleet?
Surely the fates could not be that cruel to us. At this stage Miranda has finished and is well
on her way back to the bar in the George. Seymour and Cathy are having a right ding dong
for second and third ahead of us, but to leeward, and Julie is just ahead of us, also to
leeward. Behind us, with the lack of wind, the rest of the fleet have bunched up on each
other M50 traffic jam style and are well and truly stopped.
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Up ahead it’s still a drifting match. Shindilla is weather boat and all of a sudden her
telltales begin to flutter ever so slightly and slowly, but so slowly, the little draught of air
begins to go from south to south west as had been forecast. Jeff and I ease the sheets inch
by inch and Shindilla begins to nudge forward. A quick glance under the sails confirms
that the breeze hasn’t reached anyone else yet. We draw gently away from Julie, come
abeam and past Cathy and finally slip past Seymour to cross the line in second place. We
had got there for once!
Miranda and Marcia had deservedly won the race by a long shot but Shindilla and her crew
were more than happy with their night’s work. And just as we made our way back towards
the marina what could we hear only a fat lady crooning across the water in the distance?
Shindilla’s crew now believes!

Secretary Brian,
Treasurer William and
Captain Geoff getting
ready to sing.

Rupertina and Sue
collecting their prizes at
the Water Wag prize
giving in 2008.
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The Water Wags Wednesday Evening Racing Results for the 2008 Season
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